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NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN, WRITTEN STATEMENT Matter 3, Meeting Southwark’s 
Housing Needs 
 
From:  
Stephen Lancashire, Flat E, 85 Balfour Street, SE17 1PB. 
Email: stevelancs@btinternet.com  
 
Introduction  
 
Please note the comments made in the Introduction I submitted in relation to SP2 as I 
believe they apply here and are compounded by the hostile environment in relation to 
Council and the principle of rented rather than home ownership. 
 
Issue 1 
 
The language here, as in the general debate on housing, is far too lose and, in the light 
of local experience over the past 20 years, needs to be tightened up for this Plan to be 
sound and meet Southwark’s needs given the demands reflected in the waiting list, 
travellers’ needs and homeless data, which all provide quite conservative estimates of 
demand. (I have coordinated a winter night shelter for the past 5 years as part of the 
Robes Project and had contact with the Manna Day Centre and Refugee Centre and am 
aware of how extensive this problem is.) The term ‘affordable’ has been debased and 
remains misleading. Council rent levels for all sizes of homes must be applied. The 
value and sustainability of the Council housing finance model, established and proven 
over many decades, particularly in the late 40s/early 50s, needs to be promoted and 
reflected in the policies. Recent history shows the promotion of private ownership 
through a range of finance products to be quite unsustainable and having no impact on 
the housing need problem.   
 
The number of schemes that have been given permission in the past 20 years – not 
least those around the Elephant and Castle, along the river front at Blackfriars and 
London Bridge, around Bermondsey, to name but a few – on the basis of viability 
assessments that have not been subject to public scrutiny is quite scandalous. Given 
my experience of working with private developers I’m aware of the way they expend 
considerable resources on putting together teams of planning consultants, lawyers, 
housing advisors and, where necessary, heritage consultant to produce viability 
reports . It feels like a real David and Goliath process negotiated behind closed doors. 
Thus, the phrase ‘subject to viability’ must be dispensed with and clear, transparent 
negotiating procedures identified and stated to make this Plan sound.  Providing 
housing for a ‘range of incomes’ may be thought desirable, but the priority should be to 
build social rented housing and rehouse those on the housing waiting list.  Any targets 
must relate to the needs of the borough and should be clearly stated and referenced to 
make this policy sound. Also, the requirement for what qualifies as habitable, 1.5m and 
should be raised to 2.5m.  
 
I see no reason, given the extent of current demand, why a minimum target of 50% of 
homes at Council rent levels should not be required for all developments. 
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Issue 2 
 
There is a great diversity of housing need in Southwark and there is not enough specific 
detail in the Plan to indicate how this need might be met and it seems less adequate 
than both the London Plan and NPPF. There needs to be much more reference to the 
needs of the following groups for this Plan to become sound. 
 

 Older people with reference to lifetime home standards 

 People with disabilities of all ages referencing design and access standards 

 Travellers and gypsies  

 Family housing 

 The cultural needs of many BAME groups 

 Single people, particularly younger groups 
 
For schemes to be sustainable environmentally and socially as well as financially, 
required standards relating to community facilities, health and education, density and 
open space need to be explicitly stated to make the Plan sound. The lack of robust 
application of such standards in permissions and developments over recent years has 
undermined the development of mixed and sustainable communities. (See examples 
referenced above in Issue 1.)  
 
Issue 3 
 
I have begun to reference this issue in the last paragraph of Issue 2 above. This Plan 
will remain unsound if the removal of the residential density ranges are not reinstated as 
this would open the door to unlimited densities.  Also, I do not beleivethat requiring an 
‘exemplary standard of design’ will provide sufficient control or mitigation of over-dense 
developments. The Design Review Panel advises planning officers, rather than the 
planning committee members directly, and that officers routinely discount that advice. 
This needs to change and wording in the Plan should reflect this. Also, it should be 
required that stronger local Design Review Panels be developed with resident 
participation, who would advise the Planning Committee directly. 
 
This brings me to a central and vital principle which should be embodied in the Plan. 
There needs to be provision for much greater involvement of local residents in Area 
Visions, Social Regeneration Charters and Area Action Plans. They have experience 
and knowledge of their local neighbourhoods which is very valuable and will result in 
much better mixed developments with appropriate social infrastructure and travel 
arrangements. Of course local councillors have knowledge and a role to play but they 
should be supported by engaged local residents. 
 
Separate entrances for different tenures, for any reason or under any guise, should be 
prohibited. All residents, regardless of tenure, should have access to all parts of a 
development residents would usually have access to, including all floors, to encourage 
social interaction, and all community facilities, regardless of service charges. 
 
Generally, the development of student accommodation and build to rent developments 
has had a negative impact on mixed and sustainable communities. My strong 
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impression of the development on the Heygate site is that there are virtually no 
affordable homes and the community facility at the corner of Heygate Street and 
Rodney Road has taken far too long to come into use. Second, a striking example of the 
consequences of poor decision making are the town houses built for private sale (and 
marketed at over £1 Million) remained empty for many months and were then let as 
student accommodation and some are now used by the Council to house people on the 
waiting list. I understands there has been friction relating to street parking and also 
regarding rubbish collection arrangements which has cdert6ainly not helped build good 
relationships within the community.  
 
Conclusion 
 
The many, detailed questions raised by the Inspector in this section of the Plan are 
helpful it that they reflect a recognition about the vital importance of housing and 
meeting existing need. Unless this section does not go through a major rewrite the Plan 
remains unsound and important opportunities will be missed. 

 
 
 


